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Abstract—Anonymity technologies such as mix networks have
gained increasing attention as a way to provide communication privacy. Mix networks were developed for messagebased applications such as email, but researchers have adapted
mix techniques to low-latency, flow-based applications such as
anonymous web browsing. Although a significant effort has
been directed at discovering attacks against anonymity networks
and developing countermeasures to those attacks, there is little
systematic analysis of the quality of service (QoS) for such
security and privacy systems. In this paper, we systematically
address TCP performance issues of flow-based mix networks.
A mix’s batching and reordering schemes can dramatically
reduce TCP throughput due to out-of-order packet delivery. We
developed a theoretical model to analyze such impact and present
formulae for approximate TCP throughput in mix networks.
To improve TCP performance, we examined the approach of
increasing TCP’s duplicate threshold parameter and derived
formulae for the performance gains. Our proposed approaches
will not degrade the system anonymity degree since they don’t
change the underlying anonymity mechanism. Our data matched
our theoretical analysis well. Our developed theoretical model can
guide deployment of batching and reordering schemes in flowbased mix networks, and can also be used to investigate a broad
range of reordering schemes.
Index Terms—Anonymity, Mix Networks, TCP, Congestion
Control, Modeling and Analysis

I. I NTRODUCTION
Concerns about privacy and security have received greater
attention with the rapid growth and public acceptance of the
Internet. Anonymity has become a necessary and legitimate aim
in many application areas, including anonymous web browsing
and file sharing. In these scenarios, encryption alone cannot
maintain the anonymity required by participants [1], [2], [3].
Since Chaum [4] pioneered the basic idea of anonymous
communication system, referred to as mixes, researchers have
developed various anonymity systems for different applications. Mix techniques can be used for either message-based
(high-latency) or flow-based (low-latency) anonymity applications. Anonymous email is a typical message-based anonymity
application, which has been thoroughly discussed [5]. However, flow-based mix networks, which provide services such
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as anonymous web browsing and file sharing, have different
performance characteristics and requirements.
There are two requirements for a successful anonymous
communication system: the degree of anonymity the system
can achieve (anonymity degree) [6], [7] and the quality of
service (QoS). Although a significant effort has been directed at discovering attacks against anonymity networks and
developing countermeasures to those attacks, there is little
systematic QoS analysis for such security and privacy systems.
This paper focuses on theoretical analysis and simulation study of mix network TCP performance for flow-based
anonymity applications. In order to thwart a variety of traffic
analysis attacks from degrading email anonymity, researchers
have designed batching and reordering techniques for mixes
to reduce timing correlation between packets entering a
mix and those leaving from the mix [8]. Intuitively, attacks
against message-based anonymity applications can also be
used against flow-based anonymity applications. For example,
flow-based mix networks can be attacked using packet (message) timing watermarks [9], [10]. Therefore, batching and
reordering defensive schemes should be considered for flowbased anonymity applications. Anonymity analysis has been
conducted on flow-based anonymous communication systems
with batching and reordering applied [11], [12], [13]. However,
it is worthwhile to study the performance of such schemes, in
the context of low-latency applications. Danezis [14] utilized
a Poisson model of traffic and conducted traffic analysis of
continuous-time mixes (refer to Table I) for flow-based mix
networks. However, a Poisson approach is limited as a model
for TCP performance.
In this paper, we quantify the performance impact on flowbased applications when batching and reordering schemes are
used in mix networks to improve the anonymity. This analysis
formally explains the limited use of otherwise successful
anonymity networks such as Tor [15] for flow-based applications. While generally poorer performance seems intuitive, our
analysis demonstrates the counter-intuitive result that simply
increasing link speed does not resolve the problem at all. Our
major contributions are summarized as follows.
1. We systematically analyze TCP throughput in a mix
network which uses batching and reordering schemes. Through
theoretical analysis and simulations, we demonstrate that the
out-of-order delivery introduced by batching and reordering
schemes causes TCP to suffer a bounded maximum congestion
window and dramatically degrades its throughput. We found
that the throughput degradation does not improve even if the
underlying link bandwidth is increased to infinity.
2. We analyze improving TCP throughput by varying TCP
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parameters in a mix network using batching and reordering
schemes. We develop analytical results for the TCP throughput
gain on increasing TCP’s duplicate threshold, dupthresh. Our
simulations demonstrate the feasibility of this scheme. We also
address limitations of other existing approaches in Sections
IV-B and V-D. We emphasize that the proposed approaches
will not degrade the anonymity degree of systems since they
don’t change the underlying anonymity mechanism.
3. Our analysis can guide the deployment of batching
and reordering schemes in flow-based mix networks. Our
theoretical analysis of TCP performance can be applied to a
broad range of random reordering schemes, and our simulation
results support the analytical model.
Many researchers have investigated adjusting dupthresh
for addressing TCP performance issues caused by out-oforder delivery in other contexts [16], [17], [18]. Although
there has been work on the impact of out-of-order packet
delivery on TCP QoS, to the best of our knowledge, we
are the first to develop theoretical models for analyzing the
impact of the out-of-order delivery caused by a mix network
on TCP performance and present formulae for approximate
TCP throughput for mix networks. We also conducted both
thorough theoretical analysis and simulations of the impact of
increasing dupthresh on TCP throughput and presented approximate formulae, while others researching TCP throughput
relied on simulations.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: We introduce mix techniques in Section II. In Section III, we analyze
TCP performance degradation in flow-based mix networks
using batching and reordering schemes. In Section IV, we
analyze TCP performance gains from increasing dupthresh.
In Section V, we use ns-2 simulations to corroborate our
analytical results. We review related work in Section VI. We
summarize the paper in Section VII.
II. M IX T ECHNIQUES
A traditional mix is a relay server for anonymous email
communication. It has a public key which senders use to
encrypt messages. A mix operates as follows: (1) the sender
attaches the receiver address to the message and encrypts the
entire package by using the mix’s public key; (2) the mix
collects a batch of messages (from different senders) and
decrypts them to obtain the receivers’ addresses; (3) finally the
mix sends decrypted messages out in a rearranged order to the
receivers. Batching and reordering are necessary techniques for
a mix to prevent traffic analysis attacks, which may correlate
input messages and output messages by their timing.
A mix network consisting of multiple mix servers can
provide enhanced anonymity. In a mix network, senders route
their messages through a series of mixes. Therefore, even if an
adversary compromises one mix and discovers the correlation
between its input and output messages, other mixes along
the path can still provide the necessary anonymity. Figure 1
illustrates the route selection for one message. A sender can
choose different routes for each message or use one route for
all her messages through the mix network [5], [19], [20].
Message-based mix networks have been extended to flowbased networks for low-latency applications such as anony-
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mous FTP, Web browsing, video and audio transmission and
many others [15]. In the context of an IP network, the relay
servers in Figure 1 form an overlay network and forward
packets instead of messages.
In this paper, we will investigate the QoS of flow-based
anonymity systems with several different configurations. In
[8], a relatively complete list of batching strategies for a
message-based mix is provided. Those strategies can be utilized to counter message-level (packet-level) timing attacks.
In our opinion, not all of them are appropriate for flow-based
systems. For example, in a threshold mix, a mix transmits a
batch of packets only after the number of packets collected
has exceeded a pre-defined threshold. This may cause serious
problems for traffic of TCP flows. For example, if the first
(SYN) packet of a TCP flow is collected by a mix which
then waits indefinitely to reach its threshold, this may mean
the SYN packet does not reach the receiver, the TCP flow
never starts and the entire mix network is not stable. We have
selected three batching and reordering strategies which seem
to be feasible for a flow-based mix network and summarize
them in Table I.
Many researchers have been studying possible attacks
against flow-based anonymous communication networks [11],
[12], [14], [21], [22]. There is little systematic analysis of the
QoS of anonymous communication networks. In this paper, we
study the QoS of TCP under the three batching and reordering
strategies listed in Table I.
III. TCP P ERFORMANCE D EGRADATION A NALYSIS IN
FLOW- BASED M IX N ETWORKS
In this section, we analyze TCP performance degradation
as the result of packet reordering caused by mix networks.
We first discuss the false fast retransmit caused by one mix’s
batching and reordering schemes. Then we present the basic
principle used to model TCP throughput. The success of modeling TCP throughput in a mix network lies in the estimation
of the maximum congestion window. Finally, we extend the
discussion to multiple mixes and present key observations.
A. False Fast Retransmit
A TCP connection transmits packets in bursts [23]. The
number of packets sent in one burst is the instantaneous congestion window size cwnd in the case of no packets dropped
and a large enough receiver advertised window. An introduction to TCP congestion control can be found in Appendix A.
In this paper, we adopt the common assumption from other
TCP performance studies that both the receiver advertised
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TABLE I
BATCHING AND R EORDERING S TRATEGIES [8]
Strategy
Index
S0
S1
S2

Name

Adjustable
Parameters
none
<t>

Simple Proxy
Timed Mix
Stop-and-go
Mix
(Continuous-time Mix)

Algorithm
No batching or reordering.
A timer expires every t seconds. When it does, all the packets which have arrived
since the last timer expiry get reordered with a random permutation and sent out.
Each packet is assigned a delay (deadline) drawn from an exponential distribution
with mean µ and variance σ 2 . A packet is sent out when its deadline is reached.

< µ, σ 2 >

window and the receiver buffer are sufficiently large. Figure 2
illustrates burstiness of TCP Reno packets in our simulations.
We can see that because of TCP’s control mechanism, packets
are sent out in bursts (the vertical segments of the graph)1 .
Note that the size of a burst corresponds to the current or
instantaneous cwnd.
When a mix node receives a burst of packets from a sender,
it may change the order of packets before forwarding them to
the next mix or receiver. For example, the sender transmits
packets 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 in order while the receiver (after one
or more mixes reorder the packets) may receive packets in the
order 2, 3, 4, 5 and 1. A TCP receiver sends an immediate
duplicate ACK whenever an out-of-order segment arrives. By
the time packet 5 has been received, the receiver has already
generated three duplicate ACKs, because packet 1 has not
yet been received. The three duplicate ACKs cause a false
fast retransmit at the sender, which assumes that the three
duplicate ACKs signal a packet loss. The sender exercises
the fast recovery and the TCP congestion avoidance process
and cuts the TCP instantaneous cwnd in half. Intuitively, such
unnecessary retransmits will have a significant impact on TCP
throughput in a mix network since the size of instantaneous
cwnd limits the maximum number of packets the TCP sender
can send at one time. We will further analyze this impact by
modeling the TCP throughput.
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Fig. 2. Burstiness of TCP Reno Packets: a Mark “+” Refers to one TCP
Packet from a Sender

B. Principle of Modeling TCP Throughput under One Mix
There exists a lot of outstanding work on TCP modeling
such as [24]. Our modeling of TCP throughput in mix net1 This particular plot shows the slow start as well, since the bursts increase
in size exponentially for the first 0.3 seconds, until the link bandwidth is fully
utilized.

works is based on the work by Sally Floyd and Kevin Fall [25].
Although the derived formulae are approximate, we found that
they reflect the essence of batching and reordering’s impact on
TCP throughput. Our simulation results match the theoretical
analysis well. In our study, we consider only the influence
of false fast retransmit while limiting other factors such as
packet drop. This is reasonable since this paper is addressing
TCP performance as affected by batching and reordering
strategies in a mix network. Batching and reordering is the
dominant factor on TCP throughput when it is deployed in a
mix network. Although packets drops are widespread on the
Internet, the packet drop rate is relatively small [26].
Formula (1) from [25] gives an approximate estimate of
TCP throughput in a normal network without batching and
reordering:
0.75 × W × B
T ≤
.
(1)
R
where T is the throughput, W is the maximum congestion
window (maximum cwnd) that a TCP connection can reach,
B is the packet size, and R refers to the round trip time.
To understand the maximum cwnd W , recall that during the
process of congestion avoidance, the increase in the instantaneous congestion window cwnd, denoted as w for simplicity,
should be one segment each round-trip time. Therefore, w
will increase linearly until duplicate ACKs or dropped packets
cause TCP to enter congestion avoidance and cut w to half.
Maximum cwnd W is the maximum value of w before
congestion avoidance divides it in half. In other words, W
is a local maximum of w. Formula (1) assumes that in a
stable state, TCP has a static maximum congestion window
and round trip time. From (1), it is clear that the maximum
congestion window W and the round trip time R control the
TCP throughput.
In a mix network, things will be different: a mix will
influence both the maximum congestion window (because of
reordering) and the round trip time (because of batching).
Both W and R in (1) will become random variables. From
knowledge of statistics [27] (Formula (2.26)), if X and Y are
independent random variables, then approximate expression
for the mean of the quotient X/Y is given by
E(X)
V ar(Y )
X
)=
(1 +
).
(2)
Y
E(Y )
(E(Y ))2
Therefore, for mix networks, we may use formula (3) to
estimate the average TCP throughput by calculating the means
of W and R.
V ar(R)
0.75 × E(W ) × B
(1 +
).
(3)
E(T ) ≤
E(R)
(E(R))2
E(
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In (3), the mean of the round trip time E(R) and the variance
V ar(R) may be derived in theory and practice. For example,
if one stop-and-go mix (refer to Table I) is used, E(R) =
2µ + E(queuing delay + transmission delay). The queuing
delay and transmission delay can be estimated by techniques
in [28], [29], [30], [31] and many others. Another assumption
used to derive (3) is that the maximum congestion window
W and round trip time R are independent. This assumption
holds true since the maximum congestion window is majorly
controlled by mix reordering and not related with the round
trip time, as we can see later. Therefore, we will focus on
deriving the mean of the maximum congestion window E(W ).
W is a discrete random variable and it can have a value of 4
to ∞. W cannot be smaller than 4 because a window of less
than 4 packets could not generate three duplicate ACKs and
trigger false fast retransmit.
We now derive the formula to calculate the probability,
P (W = n), that W has a value of n. The fact that the
maximum congestion window gets a value of n means that
when the instantaneous cwnd w is between [1, n − 1], the
maximum number of duplicate ACKs, denoted as L, is less
than or equal to 2; when the instantaneous congestion window
w is n, L ≥ 3 and the instantaneous cwnd will be cut to half.
Based on the total probability formula,
P (W = n) = P ({w = 1, L ≤ 2}, · · · , {w = n, L ≥ 3}). (4)
Since the influence of reordering at different w is independent,
we have,
P (W = n) = P (w = n, L ≥ 3)

n−1
Y

P (w = k, L ≤ 2).

(5)

k=1

As noted above, three duplicate ACKs are impossible when
w < 4, so clearly P (w = 1, L ≤ 2) = 1, P (w = 2, L ≤ 2) =
1 and P (w = 3, L ≤ 2) = 1. We will drop these three factors
from the product in the following discussion.
Therefore, the mean of the maximum congestion window is

fast retransmit, and the resulting reduction in the instantaneous
congestion window size.
Lemma 1: Given a window of n TCP packets
{P1 ,P2 ,. . . ,Pn } arriving at a mix. Let f (i) be the index of
Pi when the n packets pass through the mix after being
randomly reordered. The sender will never receive more than
two duplicate ACKs for any packet, if all packets satisfy
f (i) <= i + 2, i = 1, 2, . . . , n.

(7)

Lemma 1 gives a very good estimation of how three duplicate
ACKs are generated for a window of packets. Our simulation
results in Section V verify the accuracy of Lemma 1. With
the fact stated in Lemma 1, we can use the approach of
permutations and combinations under the constraint from (7)
to derive P (w = i, L ≤ 2) and P (w = n, L ≥ 3), as
conducted in Lemma 2.
Lemma 2: Given a sequence of n packets {P1 ,P2 ,. . . ,Pn },
which are randomly reordered after passing a mix node, the
probability that the new sequence does not cause false fast
retransmit is given in (8) and the probability that the new
sequence causes fast retransmit is given in (9).
3n−2 × 2
.
(8)
n!
n−2
3
×2
.
(9)
P (w = n, L ≥ 3) = 1 −
n!
Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 are basis for all the analysis in this
paper. Their proof can be found in Appendix B.
2) Derivation of P (W = n): Once P (w = i, L ≤ 2) and
P (w = n, L ≥ 3) are derived, we can proceed to calculate
P (W = n) in (5) and we will have the following lemma.
Lemma 3: The probability that the maximum congestion
window has a value of n can be derived from (10),

0
, 0 ≤ n ≤ 3;



34−2 ×2
, n = 4;
1 − 4!
P (W = n) =
(10)
n−1
Q
n−2
k−2

3
×2
3
×2


(1
−
)
,
n
≥
5
.
k!
n!
P (w = n, L ≤ 2)

=

k=4

E(W ) =

∞
X

nP (W = n).

(6)

and

∞
X

n=4

C. Mean of the Maximum Congestion Window
In this subsection, we will derive formulae for the mean of
the maximum congestion window. We will first derive P (w =
i, L ≤ 2) and P (w = n, L ≥ 3). Secondly, we will derive
formulae for P (W = n) in (5). We then derive the formulae
for the mean of the maximum congestion window E(W ) by
using the law of total probability (6). Finally, we present a
few key observations based on the theorems.
1) Derivation of P (w = i, L ≤ 2) and P (w = n, L ≥
3): To obtain the mean of the maximum congestion window
E(W ), we need to derive P (W = n) in (6), which requires
the calculation of P (w = i, L ≤ 2) and P (w = n, L ≥ 3)
(where n ≥ 4) in (5). We need Lemma 1 to derive P (w =
i, L ≤ 2) and P (w = n, L ≥ 3). The intuitive meaning of
Lemma 1 is that if no packet is reordered and delayed two
(or more) positions later, the reordering will not trigger the

P (W = n) = 1.

(11)

n=4

3) Derivation of E(W ): Once Lemma 3 is derived, it is
not difficult to derive the mean of the maximum congestion
window in (6) and verify its convergence by appropriate arithmetic manipulation. Based on Lemma 3, we have Theorem 1.
Theorem 1: The mean of the maximum congestion window
at duplicate threshold 3 is of convergence and can be derived
as follows:
∞
X
nP (W = n) = 8.27
(12)
E(W ) =
≤

n=4
∞
X

n=4

n

8
41
3n−3 × 2
= e3 −
= 13.30. (13)
(n − 1)!
9
9

The proof is in Appendix C and the values in (12) and (13)
were numerically derived using Matlab. Note that in deriving
Lemma 2 and Lemma 3, we have taken an approximate
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assumption that the instantaneous congestion window size
w starts with 4 and increases until reaching the maximum
congestion window W . According to the fast recovery algorithm in TCP Reno, the starting value of w at a sender is a
random variable, which depends on the maximum congestion
window size before 3 duplicate ACKs were received. When
the mean of the maximum congestion window size is large,
this approximation is pessimistic. In practice, our formulae
give a close approximation of the actual maximum congestion
window size. We will use simulations to demonstrate this
claim in Section V. Our modeling also fits well with TCP
congestion control in the 4.3BSD Tahoe release [32].
D. Observations and Extension to Multiple Mixes
We have two key observations on the preceding results:
(1) In a mix network with batching and reordering applied,
the TCP throughput is bounded regardless of the underlying
physical network and link bandwidth. This poses a serious
challenge for anonymous communication. Even with a deployed gigabit network, the TCP throughput in a mix network
cannot be improved because the maximum congestion window
is limited by the false fast retransmit caused by batching and
reordering! (2) The above analysis applies to any batching and
reordering strategy so long as a window of packets is reordered
equiprobably, demonstrating the generality of our results.
We have discussed how to derive the mean of the maximum
congestion window under a one-mix network. We can extend
Formula (3) to a multiple-mix network. Approximately, we
can view a multiple-mix network as an aggregate of one-mix
networks and derive the TCP throughput as follows,
m
P
var(
Rk + RT T )
0.75 × E(W ) × B
k=1
E(T ) ≤ P
(1
+
). (14)
m
m
P
E(Rk ) + RT T
(E(
Rk + RT T ))2
k=1

k=1

where m is the number of mixes a TCP connection passes
through, E(Rk ) is the mean delay of a packet and the
corresponding ACK buffered at the k th mix, RT T is the
two-way propagation delay, and E(W ) is the mean of the
maximum congestion window under the aggregated one-mix
network.
Assume that after passing through each mix, a window of
packets are still clustered together. Then, it can be seen that
the reordering of a window of packets is similar in a onemix network and a multiple-mix network: each of the possible
alignments of a window of packets is equiprobable. That
is, the impact of the maximum congestion window on TCP
performance is similar in a one-mix network and a multiplemix network. Therefore, Formula (12) for the one-mix network
case is still valid for the multiple-mix network case. However,
because of the extra delay on each mix, the TCP performance
would be further degraded.
IV. I MPROVING TCP P ERFORMANCE IN M IX N ETWORKS
From the discussion in Section III, we know that false
fast retransmit is very likely to occur in a mix network
with batching and reordering applied, which limits both the

maximum congestion window and thus the TCP throughput.
In this section, we examine methods to suppress false fast
retransmits and improve TCP performance. As we know, fast
retransmit requires a threshold for the number of duplicate
ACKs that the sender must receive before it infers that the
network has dropped a packet. This parameter, dupthresh, is
fixed at 3 duplicate ACKs in the fast retransmit specification
[16]. To suppress false fast retransmits, an intuitive approach is
to increase the dupthresh value. In the following, we analyze
the impact of a larger dupthresh on TCP throughput and
discuss potential risks of this approach. We will also discuss
other approaches for improving TCP performance in case of
out-of-order packet delivery. In Section (V-C), we evaluate this
method through simulations.
A. The Impact of dupthresh on TCP Throughput
Denote D as a chosen duplicate threshold dupthresh. The
mean of the maximum congestion window is given in (15),
E(W ) =

∞
X

nP (W = n).

(15)

n=D+1

where
P (W = n) = P (w = n, L ≥ D)

n−1
Y

P (w = k, L ≤ D−1).

k=D+1

(16)
Theorem 2 gives the upper bound of E(W ), which is
convergent given a duplicate threshold dupthresh D. In fact,
when D increases, E(W ) increases too. We have this verified
in Theorem 3. Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 are the theoretical
foundation of improving TCP performance by manipulating
duplicate threshold in a mix network with batching and
reordering. the detailed proof of these two theorems can be
found in Appendix C.
Theorem 2: The mean of the maximum congestion window
at duplicate threshold D is of convergence.
E(W )

=
≤

∞
X

n=D+1
∞
X

n=D+1

nP (W = n)
n

Dn−D × (D − 1)!
.
(n − 1)!

(17)
(18)

Theorem 3: When the duplicate threshold D increases, the
mean of the maximum congestion window E(W ) increases,
so does the TCP throughput.
B. Cost of Increasing dupthresh
Theorem 3 demonstrates that increasing dupthresh can improve TCP performance. However, there is cost of increasing
dupthresh [16]. While a larger dupthresh value prevents
the TCP sender from wrongly concluding that reorderings are
losses, it also makes the TCP sender respond more slowly after
real packet drops. When dupthresh grows large, there are a
number of risks that may cause TCP performance degradation.
When a real packet loss occurs, the TCP sender waits
for duplicate ACKs to start fast retransmit and repair the
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connection. If dupthresh is too large, there may not be
enough duplicate ACKs to activate fast retransmit and this
will lead to generation of timeouts and incur longer packet
delay. Even if enough duplicate ACKs return in the case
of real packet loss, the fast retransmit will be delayed until
all the required duplicate ACKs arrive at the sender. This
will significantly increase the end-to-end delay for dropped
packets. Some applications such as interactive transfers are
intolerant of spikes in the end-to-end packet delay.
Delayed fast retransmit in the face of real packet loss will
also delay the response of TCP to congestion. If a packet
loss occurs during a short transfer where there are too few
packets left to send to exceed dupthresh and provoke a fast
retransmit, this will dramatically increase the transfer time for
small volume of data.
There is a clear tradeoff between avoiding false fast retransmits and the above-enumerated risks. A scheme for adapting
dupthresh must balance these opposing goals. Increasing
dupthresh alone is insufficiently adaptive; an algorithm for
reducing dupthresh is also needed. Zhang et al. [16] implemented an adaptive algorithm adjusting dupthresh to deal
with false fast retransmit while considering other factors such
as real packet loss. We discuss the performance of their scheme
in Section V-D.
Please note: one intuitive way to improve TCP performance
in case of packet reordering is to buffer TCP packets and
resequence them to make them in order before those packets
get into the transport layer. Actually this is why TCP uses a
buffer [33], whose size is dupthresh. The receiver’s transport
layer temporarily buffers out-of-order packets and re-sequence
them as more packets arrive. So it is redundant and not
necessary to add another buffer in front of the transport layer.
Another possible way to improve the performance of a mix
network is to intelligently reorder packets. We could take a
batch of messages (timed) and reorder it, while preserving
the ordering of packets from the same source with respect
to the other packets from the source (whether the source is a
sender or mix). However, to use such an approach, a mix has to
track all the flows passing through it, and the number of these
flows and data requirements can be extremely high. This is
analogous to the dilemma of integrated service vs. differential
service. Although Tor [15] uses circuits to carry individual
flows, this kind of ”integrated service” has raised various
privacy [22], [13] and performance issues [34]. Additionally,
the scalability of Tor merits additional investigation as part of
future research work.

node that should be placed between sender and receiver nodes.
With a mix box, packets entering the mix box can be batched
and reordered based on the corresponding mix box type:
MixBoxSG (continuous-time/stop-and-go mix) and MixBoxT
(timed mix). A simple mix proxy behaves like a general router,
except that all packets passing through it have the same size.
The detailed introduction to ns-2 implementation of mixes is
listed in Appendix E.
In the following, we will use the continuous-time mix as
the example (as in [14]) to demonstrate how well simulation
results match the theoretical analysis in Sections III and IV.
Brief discussion on timed mixes and RR-TCP is given in
Section V-D.
A. Simulation Setup
Figure 3 illustrates the simulation setup with the classical
dumbbell topology, which is used for various TCP performance study. A sender and receiver communicate with each
other through a series of mix boxes while there are crossover
TCP sessions such as those from nodes Sn to Rn acting as
background noise. In the case of a one-mix network, there is
only one mix between the sender and receiver. We intentionally
set the same bandwidth for all links, so there will be no
bottleneck link and congestion. We set the queue size for all
links to infinity. Therefore, if there is any fast retransmit, it
is caused by batching and reordering strategies. We set the
packet size to 512, corresponding to the setting in Tor, a
popular anonymity application primarily targeting anonymous
web browsing [15]. We set the advertised window for TCP
flows to infinity. An FTP session is created between the sender
and receiver. The above setting gives us an idealistic testbed to
measure the influence of a mix box’s batching and reordering
strategy on TCP performance and this is the goal of this paper.
In our simulation, the continuous-time mix has an average
delay of 5 ms.
S

R
10M

M
5ms

M
5ms

10M
Rn

Sn
A series of
mixes

Fig. 3.

Experiment Setup

B. TCP Performance Degradation in Mix Networks
V. E VALUATION
In this section, we present simulation results to validate our
analysis in section III and IV and to evaluate the dupthresh
based approach for improving TCP QoS in a mix network.
These results are obtained by using the popular network
simulation software ns-2 [35]. We use the bootstrap matlab
toolbox [36] to generate the confidence interval for related
figures in this section.
We have implemented different mix boxes with different
batching and reordering strategies in ns-2. A mix box is an ns

To show the impact of the batching and reordering strategy
on TCP performance, Figure 4 gives the changing trend of
the congestion window (cwnd) with time in a normal network.
That is, the mix box in Figure 3 is a normal node. In Figure 4,
cwnd keeps increasing because all the network links have the
same bandwidth and the network has no congestion. Because
of this monotonically increasing cwnd, the TCP throughput
quickly increases in 0.4 seconds to the maximum speed, the
link bandwidth of 10M b/512/8 = 2441.4 pkts/s as shown in
Figure 5.
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Figure 6 shows the changing trend of the congestion window
(cwnd) with time. The dotted line is the instantaneous cwnd
changing with time and the bold solid line is the maximum
cwnd changing with time. Recall that the maximum cwnd is
the local maximum of the instantaneous cwnd. We can see
that the maximum cwnd is a random variable and it has a
mean value, which can be calculated by (12). We can also
derive the empirical from the measurement. The theoretical
mean value of the maximum cwnd is 8.27 and the empirical
value is 8.76. We can see that the theorem matches reality very
well. Figure 7 gives the throughput changing trend with time.
If the mix box in Figure 3 is a normal node, the throughput
will increase to the link bandwidth of 10M b (2441.4 pkts/s)
as shown in Figure 5. Because of reordering in the mix box,
the mean throughput is dramatically reduced to 31.23 pkts/s
as shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8.
Figure 8 illustrates the throughput in terms of the increasing
link bandwidth. As we predicted in Section III-D, the TCP
throughput does not change much with the increasing link
bandwidth. This is because the mean of the maximum congestion window E(W ) has no relation with the underlying link
bandwidth. In fact, the TCP throughput is slightly increasing
with the increasing link bandwidth although the change is
trivial. This is because the increasing bandwidth reduces the
packet transmission delay and slightly reduces the round trip
time E(R).
Now we use simulation to verify the analysis in Section
III-D for the case of multiple-mix networks. Figure 3 illustrates
the multiple-mix network where multiple mixes are between
the sender and receiver. Figure 9 shows cwnd in terms of the
number of mixes. As we analyzed in Section III-D, cwnd does

not go down with multiple mixes. Counter-intuitively, cwnd
actually increases a little bit with the increasing number of
mixes. This is because with multiple mixes between a sender
and a receiver, ACKs will be dispersed when they return to
the sender. This reduces the chance that a window of packets
are sent continuously at almost the same time from the sender,
therefore reduces the chance that the mix box reorders those
packets. But again, we can see that the increase in cwnd is
minor. Figure 10 shows that the round trip time RT T increases
linearly with the increasing number of mixes, as we predicted.
With an almost flat cwnd and linearly increasing RT T , Figure
11 shows that the throughput reduces reciprocally, as predicted
in (14). In the calculation of the theoretical throughput,
E(W ) = 8.27 based on (12) and observations and extension to
multiple mixes in Section III-D, and the mean round trip time
is the link propagation and average delay at mixes. We can
see that the empirically measured throughput is bounded by
the theoretically calculated one based on (14) and their trends
match each other very well. The bound is loose because of the
various approximations incorporated in the estimate, including
the approximation used for deriving Formula (1) in [25].
C. Improving TCP Performance by Increasing dupthresh
In Section IV, we discussed improving TCP performance
by increasing the duplicate ACK threshold dupthresh. The
following simulation results are obtained in a one-mix network. Figure 12 shows the changing trend of the mean of
the maximum congestion window in terms of the increasing
dupthresh. Figure 13 shows the changing trend of the TCP
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throughput in terms of the increasing dupthresh. From the
two figures, we can make the following observations: By
increasing dupthresh, we can increase TCP’s maximum congestion window, as Theorem 3 predicts. Since the round trip
time R does not change, increasing the maximum congestion
window necessarily implies a corresponding increase in TCP
throughput, as Formula (3) predicts and Figure 13 confirms.
As Figure 12 demonstrates, the theoretical curve of the
mean of the maximum congestion window matches the empirical curve reasonably well. The difference between the two
curves originates from our approximation approach, in which
the starting congestion window that leads to the maximum
congestion window is dupthresh + 1. This is not accurate as
dupthresh gets larger. The theoretical maximum cwnd bound
is loose because of approximations in our analysis.
In Figure 13, the TCP throughput reaches a maximum of
2440.9 pkts/s and stops growing as dupthresh increases. This
is because when the maximum dupthresh reaches 192, the
theoretical mean of the maximum cwnd is large enough that
it makes the TCP throughput reach the theoretic maximum
possible speed, the link bandwidth of 2441.4 pkts/s. In this
case, although cwnd continues to grow because of the returning ACKs, the actual TCP throughput can not increase further.

we show both analytical and empirical results of the mean
of the maximum congestion window cwnd which varies in
terms of dupthresh values. We can see that the measurements
match the theoretical prediction given by Theorem 2 very well.
Compared with continuous-time mix, the mean maximum
congestion window size with a timed mix increases more
sharply. This is because a timed mix flushes all packets in a
window at the same time. Therefore, ACKs return to the sender
sooner and this helps increase cwnd quickly. In contrast, a
continuous-time mix flushes a window of packets continuously. Recall that a continuous-time mix gives a random delay
to each packet based on an exponential distribution.
In Section IV-B, we mentioned that the dupthresh value
should be adjusted adaptively at run time based on the current
network state to achieve balance between the conflicting goals
of suppressing false retransmits and mitigating the risks associated with larger dupthresh values. RR-TCP [16] is such an
algorithm, so we evaluated its performance in a mix network
as the one in Figure 3 for the case of a one-mix network. In
order to get the best performance, we optimized the parameters
of the algorithm2 . The results for RR-TCP in a continuoustime mix network are given in Figure 15, which presents the
corresponding results of throughput. We make the following
observations from Figure 15. RR-TCP can dynamically change
the duplicate threshold. Because of the increasing cwnd, TCP

D. Discussion
We have claimed that our analysis in Sections III and IV
applies to any type of mix that randomly reorders packets.
Figure 14 verifies this claim with a timed mix. In the figure,

2 rtt his
= 1000.0, rtx bit
= 1, detectDSacks
= 1,
dynamicT hresh = 1, avoidT imeout = 1, newRtoEstimation =
1, newStd = 1, dynamicRttvarT imes = 1, min thresh = 3, and
max thresh = 100000.
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throughput increases to the maximum. However, it takes a long
time for RR-TCP to reach the maximum throughput, the link
bandwidth. This transit time is around 500 seconds while it
takes around 0.4 seconds for TCP Reno in a simple proxy mix
network (Normal TCP in Figure 15) and around 1.6 seconds
for TCP Reno with a static dupthresh of 192 in a continuoustime mix network (Static dupthresh (192) in Figure 15) to
reach the maximum throughput. This is because RR-TCP uses
a loop control with feedback of SACKs and DSACKs, fast
retransmit events and timeout events to adjust dupthresh.
Apparently, the current implementation of this loop control
lags well behind the network changes caused by the mix.
Therefore, RR-TCP does not appear feasible for improving
TCP performance in a mix network.
VI. R ELATED W ORK
Attacks and Countermeasure in Anonymous Communication Systems: Since Chaum proposed the idea of anonymous computation and communication [4], researchers have
applied the idea in various ways including message-based
email systems and flow-based low-latency communications.
Mix techniques can be used for either message-based (highlatency) or flow-based (low-latency) anonymity applications.
Message-based email anonymity applications include the first
Internet anonymity remailer by Helsingius [37], cypherpunk
remailer by Eric Hughes and Hal Finney [38], Babel by Gülcü
and Tsudik [39] and Mixmaster by Cottrell [40]. Danezis,
Dingledine and Mathewson [5] recently developed a so-called
Type III Anonymous Remailer Protocol Mixminion, whose
design addresses a relatively complete set of attacks discovered
by researchers thus far.

Throughput of Continuous-time Mix in RR-TCP

Low-latency anonymous communication can use either core
mix networks or peer-to-peer networks. In a system using a
core mix network, users connect to a pool of mixes and select
a forwarding path through this core network to the receiver.
Tor [15], Onion routing [41], Freedom [42] and many others
belong to this category. In a peer-to-peer mix network, every
node is a mix, but may also be a sender or receiver. A peer-topeer mix network may scale well and provide better anonymity
if enough participants use the anonymity service. Crowds [43],
Tarzan [44], ANODR [45] and many others belong to this
category.
QoS of Anonymous Communication: There is little systematic analysis of the quality of service (QoS) for anonymous
communication networks. Rennhard et al. [46] empirically
analyzed the performance of web browsing in a mix network, which uses a synchronized dummy message generation
scheme. In their scheme, when a payload packet arrives at
a mix and is ready for delivery to an output link, dummy
messages are generated and delivered to other links to confuse
the adversary. Fu et al. [11] provided an improved version of
this scheme and performed empirical analysis.
Impact of Out-of-Order Packet Delivery on TCP: There
are a number of works on how to improve TCP performance
in the face of spurious retransmission. In an attempt to disambiguate duplicate ACKs caused by packet loss from those
caused by packet reordering, the fast retransmission algorithm
calls for the TCP sender to wait until three duplicate ACKs
have arrived before retransmitting a segment [47]. Ludwig
et al. [48] studied a scheme which uses TCP’s time-stamp
option and lets the sender time-stamp every packet sent. The
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receiver echoes back the time-stamp in the corresponding ACK
packets. Bohacek et al. [49] proposed a scheme that relies on
timers to keep track of how long ago a packet was transmitted.
Bhandarkar et al. [50] specified a set of TCP modification in
the sender to disambiguate packet loss from reordering, using
selective acknowledgements (SACKs) (given in RFC 2018)
and the SACK-based loss recovery (given in RFC 3517). The
basic idea of their scheme is to increase the threshold used
to trigger a fast retransmission from the fixed value of three
duplicate ACKs [47] to match the size of a congestion window.
In order to improve the TCP performance in multi-hop mobile
ad-hoc networks (MANETs) environment, Wang et al. [51]
proposed a scheme to differentiate out-of-order packets from
congestion loss, using additional sequence numbers (carried as
TCP header options). Xia et al. [33] borrowed the idea of an
automatic repeat request (ARQ) scheme in the network link
layer and proposed a scheme in the receiver, using a specific
buffer at the cost of extra delay for re-sequencing packets.
There are other works related to measuring packet reordering effects. For example, Piratla et al. [17] introduced a metric
to capture the amount and degree of reordering. Bellardo et
al. [18] studied a collection of active measurement techniques
that can potentially estimate one-way end-to-end reordering
rates to and from arbitrary TCP-based servers.
There is little theoretical analysis of the throughput of TCP
due to the impact of false fast retransmit, which batching
and reordering schemes will introduce. In this paper, we have
systematically analyzed TCP performance in a flow-based mix
network using batching and reordering schemes.
VII. C ONCLUSION
This paper examined the degradation of TCP performance in
flow-based mix networks incorporating batching and reordering techniques. Our theoretical analysis and simulation results
demonstrate that TCP performance dramatically degrades in
such a mix network. The reason is that TCP throughput
has an approximately linear relationship with the mean of
the maximum congestion window. Because of the out-oforder delivery caused by a mix’s batching and reordering
techniques, the mean of the maximum congestion window has
a small, bounded value, which does not improve even with
increases in the underlying link bandwidth. To improve TCP
performance in such a flow-based mix network, we examined
increasing TCP’s duplicate threshold parameter, dupthresh.
Our simulations show that we can improve TCP’s maximum
congestion window (and hence throughput) as our theorem
predicts and this confirms the feasibility of the scheme. The
numerical approximation of our theoretical curve for the mean
of the maximum cwnd matches the empirical curve well.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to develop
a complete theoretical model for the impact of out-of-order
delivery as in a mix network on TCP QoS and present formulae
for approximate TCP throughput for such networks. We also
analyzed the impact of increasing dupthresh on TCP performance. Although there have been conjectures regarding the
impact of batching and reordering on low latency anonymous
communication, this paper gives the first formal proof of this

impact and proposes an approach for improving performance
when such anonymity schemes are applied.
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A PPENDIX A - TCP C ONGESTION C ONTROL
Modern implementations of TCP must contain four intertwined algorithms related to congestion control: slow start,
congestion avoidance, fast retransmit, and fast recovery. Figure
16 illustrates the state transition between them.
Congestion
Avoidance

Slow Start

3 Duplicate
ACKs

Timeout

Fast
Retransmit

Fast
Recovery

Legend:
TCP congestion control related to timeout
TCP congestion control related to fast retransmit

Fig. 16.

TCP Reno Congestion Control

A TCP connection uses two variables to control the number
of packets injected into the network: the receiver’s advertised
window and the congestion avoidance window (cwnd). The
TCP output routine never sends more than the minimum of
cwnd and the receiver’s advertised window. cwnd is based on
the sender’s assessment of network congestion; the receiver’s
advertised window is related to the amount of available buffer
space at the receiver for this connection. Below we give a brief
description on how the four algorithms in Figure 16 use these
two variables.
To avoid congesting intermediate routers, which normally
have limited buffer space, a newly established TCP connection
uses the slow start algorithm. cwnd is initialized to one
segment. Each time an ACK is received, cwnd is increased
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by one segment. So, after sending one segment successfully,
the sender transmits two segments, and if they are both
acknowledged, the sender will send four segments, and so
on. Therefore, cwnd increases exponentially with time, and so
does the number of packets transmitted over the connection. At
some point an intermediate router will start discarding packets
because of buffer limitations. The sender receives no ACKs
and infers that its congestion window has become too large.
There are two indications of packet loss: a timeout occurring
at the sender and the receipt of duplicate ACKs at the sender.
Whenever there is a timeout, TCP always enters congestion
avoidance, which leads to slow start again. When a TCP
connection starts congestion avoidance because of packet loss,
one-half of the current window size3 is saved in the slow start
threshold size, ssthresh, and cwnd is set to one segment.
Therefore the TCP connection uses the slow start algorithm to
restart and cwnd increases exponentially. However, once cwnd
is greater than ssthresh, the increase in cwnd will be limited
to at most one segment each round-trip time (RTT) regardless
of how additional segments are acknowledged during that RTT.
A TCP receiver sends an immediate duplicate ACK when
an out-of-order segment arrives. The purpose of this ACK
is to inform the sender that a segment was received out-oforder and which sequence number is expected. Three duplicate
ACKs4 may indicate a packet loss. Whenever the packet loss
is indicated by three duplicate ACKs, the sender uses fast
retransmit to send the missing packet, without waiting for a
retransmission timer to expire. Then the fast recovery starts to
keep the network pipe full. The TCP connection sets ssthresh
to one-half cwnd, but no less than two segments. Please refer
to [47] for details of the fast recovery algorithm. After fast
retransmit sends what appears to be the missing segment and
fast recovery finishes, congestion avoidance, not slow start,
is performed. The reason for not performing slow start in
this case is that the receipt of the duplicate ACKs tells TCP
more than just a packet loss: since the receiver can only
generate a duplicate ACK when another segment is received,
presumably the receiver has successfully received and buffered
that segment. When the fast recovery is finished, the TCP
connection sets cwnd to ssthresh and this leads to congestion
avoidance. The cwnd will be reset to ssthresh and increase
by one each RTT, but the cwnd will not be reset to 1 as in a
slow start.
A PPENDIX B
Lemma 1. Given a window of n TCP packets {P1 ,P2 ,. . . ,Pn }
arriving at a mix. Let f (i) be the index of Pi when the n
packets pass through the mix after being randomly reordered.
Under these conditions, the sender will never receive more
than two duplicate ACKs for any packet, if all packets satisfy
f (i) <= i + 2, i = 1, 2, . . . , n.

As Figure 2 shows, because of TCP’s congestion control
mechanism, packets are always sent out in bursts of cwnd
size. To simplify the discussion, we assume that one window
of packets is sent out at almost the same time, so it will be
collected as and treated as part of a single batch. When the
number of packets within one window is reasonably small,
this assumption holds well. This is the case within our context
since a mix’s reordering mechanism prevents the size of the
instantaneous cwnd from getting very large.
We consider two cases for a packet Pi satisfying (19), in
order to prove that if formula (19) is satisfied, the reordering
of Pi to position f (i) will not generate three duplicate ACKs
for Pi .
Case 1: f (i) <= i. In this case, packet Pi arrives earlier
than or exactly when it is expected by the receiver. The
receiver will not send a duplicate ACK asking for Pi since
the receiver must still be waiting for some packet Pj , j < i
to arrive.
Case 2: f (i) = i+1 or i+2. In this case, the ith packet that
the receiver receives is not Pi and Pi is not among the packets
it has already received. If the receiver is waiting on any earlier
packet than Pi , no duplicate ACK will be issued for Pi , if all
earlier packets have already been received, the receiver sends
a duplicate ACK for Pi . Then, if f (i) = i + 1, then the next
packet that the receiver receives is just Pi and it does not need
to send a second duplicate ACK for Pi . If f (i) = i + 2, then
the receiver will send a second duplicate ACK but no more.
Either way, the sender will receive at most two duplicate ACKs
for Pi , and thus not trigger “fast retransmit”.
Figure 17 gives an extreme case still satisfying the constraint (19) where the window size is 6, the last two packets
are reordered to the first positions, and earlier packets are
reordered to later positions, f (6) = 1, f (5) = 2, f (1) = 3,
f (2) = 4, f (3) = 5, and f (4) = 6. Note: P1 cannot be
reordered to a position later than 3 because of the constraint
from (19). For all packets except the first two, f (i) = i + 2.
Based on the TCP ACK generation mechanism, a TCP receiver
sends an immediate duplicate ACK when an out-of-order
segment arrives and notifies the sender what sequence number
is expected. When P6 reaches the receiver, which is waiting
for P1 , the receiver generates one duplicate ACK for P1 . When
P5 arrives, the receiver generates the second ACK asking the
sender for P1 . Then P1 arrives, the receivers generates one
ACK asking for P2 . As we go through this process of ACK
generation, we can see that there will be no more than two
duplicate ACKs generated for any packet in this extreme case.
Before Reordering
i

1

2

3

4

5

6

After Reordering
f(i)

6

5

1

2

3

4

(19)
Fig. 17.

An Extreme Case of Reordering

Proof:
3 The

minimum of cwnd and the receiver’s advertised window, but at least
two segments.
4 Four identical ACKs without the arrival of any other intervening packet.

Lemma 2. Given a sequence of n packets {P1 ,P2 ,. . . ,Pn },
which are randomly reordered after passing a mix node, the
probability that the new sequence does not cause false fast
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retransmit is given in (8) and the probability that the new
sequence causes fast retransmit is given in (9).
P (w = n, L ≤ 2)

=

P (w = n, L ≥ 3)

=

3n−2 × 2
.
n!
n−2
3
×2
.
1−
n!

P (W = n) ≤

(20)
(21)

n−2

×2
.
(22)
n!
Since P (w = n, L ≥ 3) = 1 − P (w = n, L ≤ 2), (9) can be
derived from (8) directly.
P (w = n, L ≤ 2) =

3

< 1 and 1− 3

n−2

n!

3n−3 × 2
.
(n − 1)!

×2

< 1,
(27)

Then we have
E(W )

Proof:
Now we derive the probability, P (w = n, L ≤ 2), that
all packets satisfy (19) in a window of n TCP packets. We
know that the number of permutations of n packets is n!.
We need to know how many among them satisfy (7), i.e.,
the number of “valid” sequences. Let us try to build a valid
sequence and count the number of choices for each packet’s
position in the sequence. We denote the old sequence as the
sequence of packets going into a mix and the new sequence
as the sequence of the same set of packets leaving the mix.
Consider P1 , the first packet in the old sequence. In the new
sequence, it is allowed to be at position f (1) = 1, 2, or 3,
given the constraint (7). So there are 3 possibilities. Then
consider P2 , which can be placed at position 1, 2, 3 or 4 in
the new sequence. Since P1 already occupies one position, P2
may choose any of the remaining 3 positions. It is not difficult
to verify that, for any packet Pi , i ≤ n − 1, once the positions
of P1 , P2 , . . . , Pi−1 are decided, there are only 3 choices for
Pi ’s position, i.e. f (i). For packets Pn−1 and Pn , there are 2
and 1 possibilities for f (n−1) and f (n), respectively, because
n + 1 and n + 2 are not valid positions in a new sequence.
As Figure 17 shows: once P1 , P2 , P3 and P4 take the
positions of 3, 4, 5 and 6 in the new sequence, P5 can only
take positions of 1 or 2. Once P5 takes position 2, P6 can
only take position 1. Therefore, the number of different valid
sequences of n packets is 3n−2 × 2 × 1. The probability of a
random sequence of n packets being valid is

3k−2 ×2
k!

We can see that when k ≥ 4,
therefore

∞
X

nP (W = n)

(28)

3n−3 × 2
.
(n − 1)!

(29)

∞
X
xk

.

(30)

∞
X
3k

.

(31)

=

n=4
∞
X

≤

n

n=4

We know
ex =

k!

k=0

Therefore,
e3 =

k=0

k!

With appropriate manipulation of (29) with the knowledge of
(31), we can have
E(W )

≤

∞
X
3n−3 × 2
n
(n − 1)!
n=4

=

∞
X

(n − 1 + 1)

n=4
∞
X

(32)
3n−3 × 2
(n − 1)!

(33)

∞

=

3n−3 × 2 X 3n−3 × 2
+
(n − 2)!
(n − 1)!
n=4
n=4

(34)

=

8 3 41
e −
9
9
13.30.

(35)

=

(36)

Using the mathematical tool maple, we can also determine a
numeric approximation to E(W ),
E(W ) ≈ 8.27.

(37)

A PPENDIX C

A PPENDIX D

Theorem 1. The mean of the maximum congestion window at
duplicate threshold 3 is of convergence.

Theorem 2. The mean of the maximum congestion window at
duplicate threshold D is of convergence.

E(W )

∞
X

=

n=4
∞
X

≤

n=4

nP (W = n) = 8.27
n

(23)

8
41
3n−3 × 2
= e3 −
= 13.30. (24)
(n − 1)!
9
9

Proof: From (10), we know
P (W = n) =

n−1
Y
k=4

=

n−2
Y
k=4

3k−2 × 2
3n−2 × 2
(1 −
)
k!
n!

k−2

3

n−2

(25)

E(W )

=
≤

∞
X

n=D+1
∞
X

n=D+1

n

Dn−D × (D − 1)!
.
(n − 1)!

(38)
(39)

Proof:
Following the same deductive approach used in Lemma 2,
we derive formulae (40) and (41) corresponding to (8) and (9),
P (w = n, L ≤ D − 1) =

Dn−(D−1) × (D − 1)!
.
n!

(40)

P (w = n, L ≥ D) = 1 −

Dn−(D−1) × (D − 1)!
.
n!

(41)

n−3

×2
×2 3
×2
3
(1 −
)
. (26)
k!
n!
(n − 1)!

nP (W = n)
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Therefore, substitute (40) and (41) into (16), we have (42)
corresponding to (10),

0
, 0 ≤ n ≤ D;



D D+1−(D−1) ×(D−1)!


, n = D + 1;
 1−
(D+1)!
n−1
k−(D−1)
Q
P (W = n) =
D
×(D−1)!


k!

k=D+1


n−(D−1)

×(D−1)!
) ,n ≥ D + 2 .
(1 − D
n!
(42)
Substitute (42) into (15). By using a similar deductive
approach as in Theorem 1, we have (18).
Now we prove that the right term of (18) is convergent.
Using the ratio test to verify the convergence of E(W ), we
find:
µn+1
ρ = lim =
,
(43)
n→∞
µn

Denote E(W, D) as the mean of the maximum congestion
window when the duplicate threshold is D,
E(W, D)

∞
X

=

nP (W = n)

=

(D + 1)(1 − g(D + 1, D)) + (D + 2)
(g(D + 2 − 1, D) − g(D + 2, D))
+···
(54)

= D + 1 + g(D + 1, D) +
g(D + 2, D) + · · ·
∞
X
= D+1+
g(n, D).

(55)
(56)

n=D+1

Now let’s prove E(W, D + 1) > E(W, D)
E(W, D + 1) = D + 2 +

where

(53)

n=D+1

∞
X

g(n, D + 1).

(57)

n=D+2

µn = n

Dn−D × (D − 1)!
.
(n − 1)!

(44)

Therefore
ρ =

(n + 1) D

lim

n+1−D

×(D−1)!
(n+1−1)!
n−D ×(D−1)!
n D (n−1)!

n→∞

n+1 1
= lim D
n→∞
n n
= 0.

(45)

g(n, D + 1)

P (W = n)

=

k=D+1

(47)

k=D+1
n
Y

−

k=D+1

(48)

n
Y

Dk−(D−1) × (D − 1)!
. (49)
k!

k=D+1

Dk−(D−1) × (D − 1)!
.
k!

k=D+2
n
Y

k=D+1

=

D
D+1
D
D+1

Dk−D × D!
.
k!

(59)

Dk−(D−1) × (D − 1)!
k!

(60)

n
Y

k=D+2
n
Y
k=D+2

Dk−(D−1) × (D − 1)!
(61)
k!
Dk−D × D!
.
k!

(62)

To prove g(n, D + 1) > g(n, D), we only need to prove
g(n, D + 1)/g(n, D) ≥ 1
D+1
D
> 1.

=

(63)
(64)

Therefore, E(W, D + 1) > E(W, D) and the mean of
the maximum congestion window E(W ) increases when the
duplicate threshold D increases. Moreover, since the mean of
the round trip time in (3) does not change, an increasing E(W )
implies an increasing TCP throughput.

A PPENDIX E - M IX I MPLEMENTATION IN NS -2
(51)

It is easy to see that when n = D + 1, we have
P (W = n) = 1 − g(n, D).

=

k=D+2
n
Y

Dk−(D+1−1) × (D + 1 − 1)!
(58)
k!

(50)

Then ∀n ≥ D + 2,
P (W = n) = g(n − 1, D) − g(n, D).

g(n, D)

n
Y

g(n, D + 1)
g(n, D)

Let’s define
g(n, D) =

=

=

Dk−(D−1) × (D − 1)!
k!

Dn−(D−1) × (D − 1)!
×(1 −
)
n!
n−1
Y Dk−(D−1) × (D − 1)!
=
k!

=

(46)

Since ρ < 1, E(W ) converges.
Theorem 3. When the duplicate threshold D increases, the
mean of the maximum congestion window E(W ) increases,
so does the TCP throughput.
Proof: To prove this theorem, we rewrite (42) in the case
of n ≥ D + 2.
n−1
Y

Therefore, if we can prove each item of E(W, D + 1) is
greater than each item of E(W, D), then E(W, D + 1) >
E(W, D). Clearly the first item, D + 2, of E(W, D + 1) is
greater than the first item, D+1, of E(W, D). Now let’s prove
for other items, g(n, D + 1) > g(n, D).

(52)

Node/MixBoxSG consists of a Classifier/MixBoxSG that
sits in front of the default classifier, delays and reorders
packets, and sends packets in batches at fixed intervals. When
a packet is sent, Classifier/MixBoxSG passes the packet on to
the default classifier. When a packet arrives at the mix box, a
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deadline is generated from an exponential distribution for this
packet, which is put into a buffer. Packets are sorted on the
packet deadline and the packet with the earliest deadline is at
the beginning of the buffer. A timer event is generated for this
first packet in the buffer. If a new packet’s deadline is earlier
than the deadline of the first packet in the buffer, we cancel
the current timer event and schedule a new one for the new
packet.
Node/MixBoxT also consists of a Classifier/MixBoxT that
sits in front of the default classifier, delays and reorders packets, and sends packets in batches at fixed intervals. Packets are
stored in a buffer. The packet buffer is implemented as a multimap, in which the key is a generated value from a uniform
distribution. A timer expires periodically that flushes packets
in the buffer out. When a packet is sent, Classifier/MixBoxT
passes the packet on to the default classifier.
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